
COMPLAINTS FORM

Please fill out and sign this form and email it to help@luxuryloftco.com with the subject

"COMPLAINT - YOUR NAME". Make sure to also include the details required (bolded) below

in your email to ensure your complaint can be addressed without delay.

Previous Correspondence - Details of the company contact or team with whom you have

been corresponding about your complaint.   

About Your Complaint - Full details of the purchase or service, what your complaint is about,

accurate dates and timeline of events, desired outcome from complaint

Evidence & Supporting Files - Images of any order confirmations &  correspondence, any

images to support your complaint, any email exchanges with the company (saved into a MS

word document or a text file), any scans or images of any physical letters, etc.  

When investigating your complaint, the following will be taken into account: 

i) The information and evidence provided;

ii) Relevant policies, laws and regulations; and 

iii) What is fair and reasonable in the circumstances 

It is therefore important that you are careful to provide relevant, accurate and thorough

information in relation to your complaint. It is also important that you provide us with any

evidence that you make reference to in your claim and is necessary for investigation.  

Full Name:
Email: 
Phone Number: 

Order #:
Order Date:
Item Name & Item Link:

I, the undersigned, would like to file my complaint and declare my understanding
and certify my agreement to the below: 

[ ] I grant Luxury Loft Co. the right to share all information and evidence I provide, which

may include my personal information (including sensitive or personal information) with the

company and those investigating my complaint. 

[ ] I will desist from making or writing any comments to any bodies offline and / or on-line,

including social media, forums, review sites, regulatory bodies etc regarding my complaint

and the company throughout the duration of the complaint process. This includes

comments or statements containing content which is untrue or does not accurately depict

the events which have occurred, content which has not been shared within this complaint,

or content which contradicts the information which has been provided in the complaint. 

[ ] All information and evidence I provide will be true and accurate. 

[ ] I have reviewed and confirm my agreement with the company’s Policies and Terms &

Conditions as agreed to at the time of placing my order and at the time of submitting my

complaint.

 

Signature 
___________________________

Printed Name & Date
___________________________
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